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the user can configure the winlog lite applications to
be integrated and used with winlog pro environment
with the support of a typical mis environment. the
user can write personalized events to record the
performance of the winlog lite application. truetime
ltd is the most innovative leading provider of time
synchronization software solutions for the automatic
synchronization of wwvb based frequency control
clocks. truetime’s products implement multiple
protocols to accurately synchronize clocks for
numerous applications and markets. the winlog
library provides the foundation for building your own
expert systems. a customized winlog expert system
can be used as a standalone application or it can
easily be integrated into the winlog framework. the
winlog system is simple to use and to learn and can
be easily expanded for a multitude of applications.
benthon is an online administrator for winlog data
files. benthon searches for keywords, maps, and
graphs and displays the data for these searches.
benthon allows you to copy files, forward files, batch
files, and mail files directly from/to winlog. postlog
xml transformation software can help save log data
by transforming the logs from one format to
another. you can effortlessly parse and transform up
to a dozen logs on a pc or mac. tests this xml
transformation software showed that it could easily
parse over two hundred log messages and
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transformed them into another format in under 10
seconds per log. the software converts from loggly,
windows event logs, windows msi log, nlog, and
windows service event log.
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Winlog Lite License

The evaluation of the Winlog Web Client application
requires a Winlog Pro development license or Winlog
Lite development license. After a validation of your
application (with development license) at the end of

your test, you can buy a runtime license and
download the Winlog Web Client. Once activated,

you can install the Client in your own home
computer. In this way, you can create remote

applications and purchase the synchronization or
remote operation cost. The Winlog Lite evaluation is
free. Both User (Console) and Enterprise license can
be purchased on a yearly basis, or customized for

one, two or three years with a purchase contract. If
you want to upgrade or renew your software and

don't want to pay the upgrade price, it is possible to
pay the difference of the cost of the existing client

and the new one for three years. The features of the
Winlog Lite evaluation version are thus the same as
those offered by the Winlog Pro. With the evaluation

version, you can use the Winlog Lite web client
without license and in the following three years you
will be able to pay for a new Client to purchase with
each license and the most recent updates. Winlog

Lite evaluation is free. In the evaluation version, the
Winlog Lite web client can be installed in your own
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home computer. After a validation of your
application at the end of your test, you can

download the Winlog Lite Client for a contract of
three years. In this way, you can create remote

applications and purchase the synchronization or
remote operation cost. If you want to upgrade or
renew your software and don't want to pay the

upgrade price, it is possible to pay the difference of
the cost of the existing client and the new one for

three years. The features of the Winlog Lite
evaluation version are thus the same as those
offered by the Winlog Pro. With the evaluation
version, you can use the Winlog Lite web client

without license and in the following three years you
will be able to pay for a new Client to purchase with

each license and the most recent updates.
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